Force-regulated cleavage of A2 domain of von Willebrand factor (vWF) by ADAMTS13 is a key event in preventing thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP). Recognition and cleavage depend on cooperative and modular contacts between several ADAMTS13 subdomains and discrete segments of vWF A2 domain. Spacer domain of ADAMTS13 contains an important exosite interacting with α6 helix of unfold A2 domain, but it remains unclear whether stretching of α6 regulates binding to spacer. To understand the molecular mechanism underlying the interactions between spacer and α6 under stretching, we successfully predicted spacer-α6 complex by a novel computer strategy combined the steered molecular dynamics (SMD) and flexible docking techniques. This strategy included three steps: (1) constant-velocity SMD simulation of α6; (2) zero-velocity SMD simulations of α6, and (3) flexible dockings of α6 to spacer. In our spacer-α6 complex model, 13 key residues, six in α6 and seven in spacer, were identified. Our data demonstrated a biphasic extension-regulated binding of α6 to spacer. The binding strength of the complex increased with α6 extension until it reaches its optimum of 0.25 nm, and then decreased as α6 extension further increased, meaning that spacer is in favor to binding with a partially extended α6, which may contribute to the optimal contact and proteolysis. Changes of interface area and intermolecular salt bridge may serve as the molecular basis for this characteristic. These findings provide a novel insight into mechano-chemical regulation on interaction between ADAMTS13 and vWF A2 domain under forces.
bond, while the truncated mutant MDTCS is considered to be the minimum unit that possesses comparable proteolytic activity as wild type [17] [18] [19] [20] . However, the proximal carboxyl-terminal domains of ADAMTS13 are also required for recognition and cleavage 21 . The cooperative and modular contacts between several ADAMTS13 domains and discrete segments of A2 contribute to substrate specificity 22 . The ADAMTS13 spacer domain, which folds into a single globular domain with 10 β-strands in a jelly-roll topology (Fig. 1c) , contains an important exosite 23 , interacting with the amphipathic α6 helix of A2 22 ( Fig. 1b ) and being essential for the ADAMTS13 activity 17 . It was demonstrated that deleting the spacer domain from ADAMTS13 or deleting the α6 helix from vWF A2 reduced the rate of cleavage approximately 20-fold 19 . The α6 helix, the Asp1653-Arg1668 segment located in the C-terminal of A2 ( Fig. 1a and b) , consists of eight hydrophilic (six charged and two uncharged) residues and eight hydrophobic residues 12 . The importance of charged residues were shown as mutating Asp1653 and Asp1663 to Ala significantly reduced the cleavage towards the substrate peptide, and the Glu1655Ala mutation slightly increased cleavage 24 . The vWF-binding exosite-3 in ADAMTS13, a hydrophobic cluster rimmed with arginine residues (Arg636 and Arg660) ( Fig. 1c and d) , is constructed by the solvent-accessible Tyr661 and Tyr665 residues located at the distal β9-β10-loop, together with Pro590, Leu591, Phe592, Leu637 and Pro638, in the spacer domain. The tyrosine residues (Tyr661 and Tyr665) in exosite-3 were indicated to be critical for proteolysis towards vWF A2 peptide 23, 25 . In forming a contact with ADAMTS13, the α6 helix in A2 might orientate its hydrophobic residues towards the exosite-3 23, 25 . Binding of the spacer of ADAMTS13 to the α6 helix in A2 may be a key event in the recognition of ADAMTS13 towards vWF. This event should be force-dependent because it occurs after the unfolding of A2 in flow 23, 25 . However, the underlying molecular mechanism of the event remains unclear due to the lack of crystal structure of spacer-α6 complex. Although the structures of A2 and N-terminal DTCS domains of ADAMTS13 were crystalized respectively 12, 23 , it is hard to provide the insights into interaction of spacer with the α6 helix stretched under forces. Besides, the stretched α6 helix under forces provides another barrier in building a computational model of the spacer-α6 complex, although protein-protein docking can predict complex structure on the basis of its known components 26 .
To uncover the molecular basis underlying the interactions between the spacer and the α6 helix under forces, we herein predict the conformation of spacer bound with the stretched α6 helix through a novel computer strategy combined steered molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations 27, 28 with the flexible molecular docking 27, 28 . In this hybrid method different from the classical ensemble docking methods 27, 28 , the stable conformations of α6 under tensile forces were generated by SMD simulations first and then used to construct the spacer-α6 complex model through flexible docking, mimicking the induced-fit process of binding of spacer to stretched α6 helix. With this spacer-α6 complex model, we examined how the extension of α6 affects its binding strength with spacer. The results demonstrated that the binding of spacer to stretched α6 was biphasic extension-dependent, that is, the spacer is in favor of moderately but not excessively stretched A2. This new finding should be contributed to better understanding of force-dependent recognition and cleavage of A2 by ADMATS13, and the present computer strategy would serve as a novel tool in the structure-function research of other mechano-sensitive proteins.
Results
Unfolding α6 by constant-velocity SMD. Binding of spacer to α6 requires unfolding of vWF-A2 domain 23, 29 . This observation prompted us to hypothesize that unfolding (or extension) of α6 may be a key event in binding with spacer. To test this hypothesis, we suggested a novel computer strategy combined with SMD simulation and flexible docking to construct a model of spacer bound with extended α6 (Materials and Methods). For gaining conformations of α6 with various extensions, we here firstly simulated unfolding of α6 by constant-velocity(cv) SMD simulation with pulling velocity of 0.5 nm/ns. Snapshots of five intermediates at different time points were shown here (Fig. 2a) . The unfolding status at N-terminal (Asp1653-Arg1659), indicating that the C-terminal segment Glu1660-Arg1668 is more stable. Structural analysis revealed that the segment Asp1653-Leu1657 forms a 3 10-helix (Fig. 1b) , which confers a lower stability than the α-helix formed by the segment Arg1659-Arg1668. Furthermore, steering α6 not only increases its length (from 2.089 nm to 2.921 nm) but also changes the shape of hydrophobic surface, which was gradually elongated (Fig. 2b, white region) . It has been proposed that α6 binds to spacer with hydrophobic residues 23 . Changing the shape of hydrophobic surface also alters the position of hydrophobic residues, and thus may affect the binding mode and even binding strength with spacer.
Relaxing conformation of α6 by zero-velocity SMD. Although cv-SMD is necessary to unfold α6, the intermediates are not suitable for docking. This is because of that, the limitation of computational resources here leads to a pulling speed of 0.5 nm/ns, which is much higher than that in AFM (atomic force microscopy) 13 and laser tweezers experiments 12, 30 . Thus, the transient conformational change of α6 in cv-SMD simulation may be localized. And, due to the soft spring used in the simulation, the SMD atom often lag behind the dummy atom, and extensions of α6 were often less than the expected values (e.g., at 2 ns, the transient extension was 0.832 nm but not 1 nm as expected). Therefore, further simulations were required to relax the stretched α6 conformations sampled from cv-SMD simulation.
To generate feasible conformations for docking, five intermediates of α6, so called as the first, second, third, fourth and fifth structures, were taken from cv-SMD simulation at 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 ns, respectively, and further subjected to zero-velocity(zv) SMD simulation. Compared with traditional equilibration or free dynamics simulation, zv-SMD retained original steering force of cv-SMD and relaxed the conformation of α6 under constraint. Conformational change could be rearranged within α6, which could also achieve the expected length. To illustrate the stability of α6 in zv-SMD, RMSD of heavy atoms was calculated (Fig. 3a) . The 1 st and 3 th structures are more stable than the others, because their RMSD time-courses had their respective "pseudoplateaus" over time from ~1000 to ~1912 ps or from ~864 to ~1924 ps. The 2 nd , 4 th and 5 th structures almost remained steady in ~282 to 802 ps, ~724-1502 ps and ~914-1640 ps, respectively, during zv-SMD simulations. However, the extension of α6 remain almost constant during zv-SMD simulation (Fig. 3b) . The obvious atom fluctuation involved in each structure in zv-SMD simulation (Fig. 3a) , and mainly came from non-bonded energy but not bond, angle, dihedral and improper energies (Data not shown). Three transient relaxed conformations were randomly selected from each structure in the "pseudoplateaus" of zv-SMD simulation for docking, with extension constraint that the extension difference between two sampled conformations was in the range of ± 0.04 nm (Table 1) .
Well-constructed models of spacer bound with extended α6 via flexible docking. To build the spacer-α6 complex model, flexible docking of extended α6 to spacer was performed via HADDOCK 31 . From all generated models of the spacer bound with each extended α6 structure selected randomly in zv-SMD simulation, one was considered to be proper (Table S1 -5), suggested by the correct orientation between N-termini of spacer and α6, proper relative position between the two molecules, and a lowest HADDOCK score without completely losing of the helical structure integrity of α6 (Materials and Methods). Fifteen complex models (Fig. 4a ) in total were selected. The results demonstrated that there was a moderate extension difference (<0.20 nm) between the initial free stretched α6 and its bound pose (Table 1) . However, the bound α6 still remained a higher helical structure integrity (Fig. 4) , even though it seemed that there was a partially retracting process for an extended α6 in docking. The relative position between the spacer and α6 became bad if the tensile elongation of α6 was over 1 nm, meaning the over-stretched α6 was not in favor of binding to the spacer. Of the three complex models of the spacer bound to each extended α6 structure (Fig. 4a ), each exhibited a correct orientation of α6, because it directed the N-terminal of α6 toward the apical β6-β7 loop of spacer (the boundary with N-terminal Cys-rich domain) (Fig. 4b) , and illustrated that the binding site of α6 on the spacer was located at the β5-β6-loop, β7-β8-loop and β9-β10-loop, where the latter two loops had been identified to contain the key residues for proteolysis 23 . Besides, in each model (Fig. 4) , the hydrophobic surface of the spacer and α6 faced with each other to form a contact, as suggested by Gao et al. 22 .
Moderately Stretching induces α6 in favor of binding with the spacer. Tension may enhance binding of spacer to the moderately stretched α6. To verify this hypothesis, we here examined the strength of binding of spacer to α6 with extensions ranging from zero to 1 nm. As a weighted sum of van der Waals, electrostatic, desolvation and ambiguous interaction restraints energies 32 , HADDOCK score should reflect the binding strength between the spacer and α6. Plot of HADDOCK score against extension of α6 illustrated that the HADDOCK score decreased first and then increased with extension of α6, and the minimum occurred at extension of about 0.25 nm (Fig. 5a ). It suggested that stretching enhanced formation of spacer-α6 complex, until extension of α6 reached its optimum, at which the interaction energy between the spacer and α6 lied in the minimum level. Over the optimum of extension, potential stored increasingly in α6 might cause an increase of the interaction energy between the spacer and α6, leading to more loosely binding of the spacer with the stretched α6.
Binding of ADAMTS13-DTCS to vWF73 (a segment of vWF-A2, from Asp1596 to Arg1668) 7, 23 suggests an induced-fit mechanism for the ADAMTS13 cleavage 7, 23 . This induced-fit mechanism may be demonstrated by that, stretching would make α6 allosteric, and not only change the hydrophobic surface of α6 but also influence matching between the hydrophobic surfaces of the spacer and α6. To verify this, we examined the hydrophobic interaction of the spacer and α6 by the hydrophobic interface area, which was defined as a half of total decrease of solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the two molecules upon interaction formation 33 . The results indicated that the hydrophobic interface area increased first and then decreased with extension of α6, and, reached its the maximum at the extension optimum of 0.25 nm (Fig. 5b ), in consistent with the HADDOCK score (Fig. 5a ). This biphasic pattern of the hydrophobic interface area also suggested that binding of the spacer to α6 was promoted first and then attenuated by stretching the α6 peptide.
The key residues in binding site of the α6-spacer complex. The residue Asp1653 in α6 was validated as a key residue in substrate cleavage 24 . The reason might come from the crucial role of Asp1653 on binding of the spacer to α6. We found herein that, except the salt bridge between Arg636 in the spacer and Asp1653 in the stretched α6 with tensile elongation of 12%, 24% and 36%, there were no any other hydrogen bonds and/or salt bridges among the fifteen conformations of the spacer-α6 complex (Fig. 6) . The salt bridge Arg636-Asp1653 occurred in each complex pose for α6 with the tensile elongation of 11.97%, and just in one as the tensile elongation of α6 was 24% or 36%. These results suggested that stretching promoted first and then impeded the bonding of Arg636 to Asp1653, and the switch point might occur at the optimal extension of 0.25 nm, which was shared with the patterns of both the HADDOCK score and the hydrophobic interface area (Fig. 5a and b) . The residue Arg636 surrounded hydrophobic interface (Fig. 1c) of exosite-3 in spacer may be responsible for binding of spacer to α6, especially as α6 was stretched with extension of 0.25 nm.
Eighteen hydrophobic interactions between spacer and α6 at the extension of 0.25 nm (Table 2) were obtained through PIC server (a tool to calculate the interactions by the standard and published criteria as the coordinate set of 3D structure of a protein is given) (http://pic.mbu.iisc.ernet.in/job.html) 34 . Of the hydrophobic residues involved in these interactions, Leu591, Phe592, Tyr661 and Tyr665 in spacer were identified to be crucial 23, 25, 35 and would interact with Ala1661, Pro1662, Leu1664 and Val1665 in α6 (Table 2 ). This result is not only in consistency with previous finding that both Tyr661 and Tyr665 interacted with exosite 1660-1668 within vWF A2 domain 25 but also in agreement with the significant inhibiting effect of the peptide from Ala1661 to Leu1664 36 . Besides, Leu1657 and Phe1654 in α6 also might responsible for binding of spacer with α6, through interacting with their respective hydrophobic residue clusters (Ile611, Pro638, Leu591 and Leu637; Ile611, Pro638, Leu632 and Val630) in spacer (Table 2 ). However, we did not observe any interactions formed by other two identified key residues Asp1663 24 in α6 and Arg660 25, 35 in spacer. It might come from that the conformational space sampled herein was not complete, leading to losing of the constructed complex conformation information; and alternatively, mutating Asp1663 to Ala would change the amphipathy of α6 so that a larger hydrophobic cluster in α6 might form through linking up the surrounding hydrophobic residues (Ala1661, Pro1662, Leu1664, Val1665, Leu1666 and Gln1667) with each other (Fig. 1b) , leading to changing of the relative orientation of α6 with spacer. Table 1 . Length and extension of extended α6 bound with or without spacer*.
*
Where, Δ E indicates the extension of α6 pose sampled from cv-SMD simulation, L F and L B express the lengths of the extended α6 before and after docking, respectively, Δ S (=L F − L B ) is the retraction length of bound α6 in comparison with its free extended pose, and Δ M is the mean of retraction lengths of three sampled poses for a given Δ E . The length of α6 after equilibration without stretching is 2.09 nm.
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Discussion
Cleavage activity of ADAMTS13 towards vWF A2 domain is highly dependent on the interaction between spacer and α6 19 . However, it remains unclear whether the spacer will bind with a stretched α6 more easily or not as increasing of α6 extension. An obvious hard barrier lies in lack of technique for both crystal structure analysis and computer model of spacer bound with an extended α6. Previous studies on stretch-induced unfolding of A2 domain did not refer to extension-induced change of stretched A2 affinity with ADMATS13 but focused on tensile-induced exposure of binding and cleavage sites of A2 for ADAMTS13 12, 13, 30 . Again, classical protein-protein docking will encounter barriers in prediction of spacer-α6 complex conformation, because α6 hidden in native A2 domain cannot interact with spacer until A2 is unfolded 19 . Here, we built a model of spacer bound with extended α6 complex through a novel computer strategy, which included three steps: (1) unfolding α6 by cv-SMD; (2) generating stable conformations by zv-SMD and (3) flexible docking of α6 to spacer (Materials and Methods). Different from classical ensemble docking methods that sample consecutive conformations from conventional MD simulations 27, 28 , the present method adopts forced-extended conformations with various lengths from zv-SMD simulations, showing a much more capacity for induced-fit mechanism. The flexible docking program HADDOCK allows full structural flexibility for both side chains and backbone 31 , and may outperform the rigid or semi-flexible docking method in simulating local structural adaption.
Interestingly, with our spacer-α6 model, we found that moderate extension of α6 is advantageous for binding, while excessive extension is detrimental (Fig. 5) , as it was pointed that ADAMTS13 may prefer a partially unfolded vWF A2 domain to an overextend one 37 . In fact, ADAMTS13-DTCS may accommodate a partially unfolded vWF73, because the length of fully unfolded vWF73 was almost twice the distance (20 nm) between the catalytic site and the exosite-3 23 ; Tsai et al. reported that pretreatment with 1.25 mol/L guanidine-HCl increases the susceptibility of vWF to ADAMTS13, but a higher concentration causes vWF to become resistant 38 ; and Shim et al. revealed that platelet-dependent cleavage of vWF exhibited a maximum between 10 and 30 dyn/cm 2 , and declined at higher shear stress 37 . In addition, we recently found that the force-dependent proteolytic efficiency of ADAMTS13 towards vWF-A1A2A3 tridomain was biphasic, and the optimum occurred at wall shear stress of 0.2 dyne/cm 2 (Data not shown). In addition to spacer domain containing the exosite-3, the proximal N-terminal disintegrin and Cys-rich domains contain the exosite-1 and −2, targeting to the Asp1596-Ile1623 and Ile1642-Gln1652 segments buried in vWF-A2, respectively 22, 23 , implying the most efficient positioning and binding might exist between the exosites and respective binding sites in vWF-ADAMTS13 interaction.
Previous experiments have determined some key residues for binding (Column 1 and 3 in Table 3 ). Through investigating the hydrophobic and ionic interactions with the present complex models, the key residues Asp1653 in α6, and Leu591, Phe592, Tyr661 and Tyr665 in spacer were identified (Column 2 and 4 in Table 3 ), in consistent with previous findings [23] [24] [25] 35 . Besides, our data also indicated that Leu1657, Ala1661, Pro1662, Leu1664 and Val1665 in α6, as well as Arg636, Leu637 and Pro638 in spacer are potential key residues. Sequence alignments demonstrated that these residues are highly conserved among different species with an exception of Arg636 ( Fig. 7a and b) , which is replaced respectively by Gln and Asn in mouse and chicken. We suspect that, in these two species, the salt bridge Asp1653-Arg636 (Fig. 6) is replaced by an H-bond (Asp1653-Gln636 or Asp1653-Asn636). Although previous studies have indicated the importance of Asp1663 24 and Arg660 by mutation assays 25, 35 , we did not observe any interactions formed by Asp1663 in α6 and Arg660 in spacer. The discrepancy might due to the limited sampling space during SMD and docking processes. And, mutating Asp1663 to Ala would significantly modify the amphipathy of α6 through linking its neighboring hydrophobic residues (Ala1661, Pro1662, Leu1664, Val1665, Leu1666 and Gln1667) (Fig. 1b) to form a larger hydrophobic cluster, which may influence the relative orientation with spacer.
Moreover, intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs), which undergo folding upon binding to their physiological targets 39 , share some similarities with vWF-A2. Firstly, most coupled folding and binding events involve relatively short amphipathic motifs 39 . Secondly, IDPs show a unique preference to expose and use their hydrophobic residues for interaction 40 . Maybe, the present work may also provide insights into interactions between IDPs and their physiological targets.
In conclusion, with a novel computer strategy combined with SMD simulation and flexible docking, we predicted the spacer-α6 complex models and found that spacer may favor a partially unfolded (extended) α6. From the present spacer-α6 complex model, almost all key identified residues in both α6 and spacer through mutation experiments were predicted, demonstrating a better reliability of both our models and the computer strategy described here. The present models do provide a possible binding mode between the spacer and the extended α6, but as a technical challenge, further experimental confirmation is required. The present work should be contributed to better understanding of force-regulated cleavage of A2 by ADMATS13 and developing of antithrombotic antibody drugs targeting at ADAMTS13 or vWF-A2 domain.
Materials and Methods
The strategy for computer prediction and theoretical analysis of the complex model of spacer bound with the stretched α6 helix was shown in the ensemble workflow of computational procedure (Fig. 8) . All involved methods were described as below in detail.
Key Residues in α6
Key Residues in spacer
Tyr665 Tyr665 Table 3 . The key residues identified through mutation experiments and predicted with present complex model. Molecular dynamics. The MD simulations were run with two software packages, the visual molecular dynamics (VMD) for visualization and modeling 41 , and the NAMD 2.6 program for steered MD simulations 42 . The structure of the α6 helix was obtained from the crystal structure of the A2 domain (PDB entry 3GXB) of vWF, and solvated with TIP3P water molecules in a rectangular box of 8.7 nm × 5.5 nm × 6 nm. The system was neutralized by adding 27 Na + and 25 Cl − ions. Periodical boundary condition and 2 fs time step were used to perform simulations with CHARMM22 all-atom protein force field 43 , along with CMAP correction for backbone, particle mesh Ewald algorithm for electrostatic interaction and a 1.3 nm cutoff for electrostatic and van der Waals interaction.
The system was subjected to an energy minimization of 15000 time steps at 0 • K twice, firstly with heavy or nonhydrogen atoms being fixed and secondly with all atoms free. Then, the system temperature was raised from 0 to 310 °K within 20 ps, followed by further 3 ns equilibration with controlled temperature and pressure in which the temperature was held at 310
• K using Langevin dynamics and the pressure was held at 1 atm by the Langevin piston method. An equilibrated conformation of α6 was obtained from the equilibrated system and taken as the initial conformation for steered MD simulations. The distance from the C α atoms of the N-terminal residue Asp1653 to the C-terminal residue Arg1668 of α6 termed as peptide length was 2.089 nm. Steered Molecular Dynamics Simulations. SMD simulations were run on the equilibrated system with time step of 2 fs, where the N-terminal C α atom was fixed while the C-terminal C α atom was steered. The virtual spring with a spring constant of 700 pN/nm connected the dummy atom and the steered atom. Pulling was performed with a constant velocity of 0.5 nm/ns for 2 ns first, and then, along the pathway of the instantaneous time-course of extension of α6, five conformations at 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 ns were selected respectively as the initial conformations for the subsequent SMD simulations of zero pulling velocity. Each run at zero pulling velocity lasted for 2 ns so that the violently stretched peptide was became relaxed through a structure relaxation process. Atomic coordinates were recorded every 2 ps. The time-courses of C α root mean square deviation (RMSD) at zero pulling velocity were used to observe the transient stable or relaxed phases of the structure with different five initial stretched conformations. Three transient stable conformations almost with a same extension (the peptide length difference ≤ 0.04 nm) were randomly selected from the "pseudoplateaus" of the time-courses of RMSD simulated with zero pulling velocity for each initial conformation (Fig. 3) and taken as the starting structures for flexible dockings.
Flexible docking. To model the spacer-α6 complex, flexible docking was performed via HADDOCK webserver (http://haddock.chem.uu.nl/services/HADDOCK/haddockserver-expert.html) 31 . The crystal structure of spacer (residues Ser556-Pro682; PDB code 3GHM) and each extended α6 conformation mentioned above were taken as starting structure. The Glycan NAG covalently linked to Asn614 of spacer was removed because the N-glycan was not required for the cleaving activity of ADAMTS13 44 . HADDOCK itself defined the ambiguous interaction restraints (AIRs) between active or passive residues in spacer and those in α6 32 . In spacer, the eight residues (Pro590, Leu591, Phe592, Leu637, Pro638, Arg660, Tyr661 and Try665) forming the exosite-3 were designated as active residues while their fourteen neighboring surface residues (Arg568, His588, Lys608, Met609, Ser610, Pro613, Asn614, Leu632, Glu634, Asp635, Glu664, Gly666, Asn667 and Leu668) were passive; and in α6, the hydrophobic residues (Leu1657, Pro1658, Ala1661, Pro1662, Leu1664, Val1665, Leu1666 and Gln1667), together with the residues (Asp1653, Glu1655 and Asp1663) whose mutations could affect cleavage, were regarded as active ones, while defining others (Phe1654, Thr1656, Arg1659, Glu1660 and Arg1668) as passive residues. Histidine protonation states in spacer were defined as HISD 31 . Both the N-and C-terminal in each of the spacer and the α6 were set to be neutral. All docking results for each starting structure of α6 were grouped into clusters, in which each was defined as an ensemble of at least four complex models with ligand interface RMSD smaller than 0.75 nm. The VMD program was used to generate the complex models and analyze the intermolecular salt bridges in binding site and the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) with a probe radius of 0.14 nm. Each complex model was subjected to a visual inspection through VMD, and only one was selected as proper model by following criteria (Supplementary Figs S1-5): (1) the orientation between N-termini of spacer and α6 must be correct to ensure the active center of ADAMTS13 to access the cleavage site, (2) the spacer and α6 bound with each other in a proper relative position whereby the hydrophobic residues in α6 faced the exosite-3 in spacer, (3) the model of α6 did not completely lose its helical structure integrity, and (4) a complex model with a lowest HADDOCK score.
Data Availability. All data generated or analyzed during this study are included in this published article (and its Supplementary Information files) . 
